BiTeI exhibits large Rashba spin splitting due to its noncentrosymmetric crystal structure. The study of chemical doping effect is important in order to either tune the Fermi level or refine the crystal quality. Here, we report the magneto-transport measurement in high quality BiTeI single crystals with different copper dopings. We found that a small amount of copper doping improves the crystal quality significantly, which is supported by the transport data showing higher Hall mobility and larger amplitude in Shubnikov-de Haas oscillation at low temperature. Two distinct frequencies in Shubnikov-de Haas oscillation were observed giving extremal Fermi surface areas of AS = 9.1×10 12 cm −2 and AL = 3.47×10 14 cm −2 with corresponding cyclotron masses m * S = 0.0353 me and m * L = 0.178 me, respectively. Those results are further compared with relativistic band structure calculations using three reported Te and I refined or calculated positions. Our analysis infers the crucial role of Bi-Te bond length in the observed large bulk Rashba-type spin splitting effect in BiTeI.
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PACS numbers:
BiTeI emerges as an intriguing material that shows a large Rashba effect [1] [2] [3] and a possible topological phase transition under pressure [4] . Its crystal structure comprises alternating layers of bismuth (Bi), tellurium (Te) and iodine (I) each with trigonal planar lattice as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . It was proposed [5] to constitute a semi-ionic structure along the stacking direction, where (BiTe) + layer is positively charged and (Bi-I) layer is ionic. Angle-resolved photo-emission spectroscopy experiments (ARPES) [1, 6] have revealed evidence for the giant Rashba spin splitting, and its bulk nature was further confirmed by bulk-sensitive optical spectroscopy [7] and soft x-ray ARPES [8] . When comparing to band structure calculation, the Te and I coordinations turn out to be crucial parameters that can result in dramatic difference in the calculated band property. There are three different Te and I coordinations reported in the literature: coordination A with Te(2/3,1/3,0.6928) and I(1/3,2/3,0.2510) from the refinement analysis of X-ray experiment [5] , as well as coordination B with Te(2/3,1/3,0.7111) and I(1/3,2/3,0.2609) [9] , and coordination C with Te(2/3,1/3,0.7482) and I(1/3,2/3,0.3076) [10] , from two different theoretical structural determinations using the same band structure method. Regardless of the small variation, only coordination C with a shortest Bi-Te bond length (d Bi−Te = 3.05Å) gives rise to a giant Rashba spin-splitting in the bulk band with a Rashba parameter α R ∼ = 5.4 eVÅ according to our calculations, which may infer a close connection between d Bi−Te and its Rashba effect.
In this paper, we show magneto-transport measurement results on high quality Cu x BiTeI single crystals with copper (Cu) doping x up to 0.2. Comparing to earlier works on Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations [11, 12] , the SdH oscillation in our crystals exhibits two distinct frequencies derived from a large Fermi surface (LFS) and a small Fermi surface (SFS), which is an order of magnitude larger in amplitude at similar temperatures. The corresponding Fermi surface areas and cyclotron masses can then be unambiguously determined and compared to relativistic band structure calculations using three different atomic coordinations A, B and C with progressive reduction in d Bi−Te(I) . Our experimental results, including the angular dependence of SdH frequencies, are in good agreement with the calculation using coordination C and thus provide a strong evidence for the bulk nature of the large Rashba spin-splitting effect.
Single crystals of BiTeI were grown by direct mixing of pristine elements of Bi, Te and I with additional room temperature agglomeration procedure [13] . The powder X-ray diffraction patterns of ground BiTeI crystals with Cu content x = 0, 0.075 and 0.1 are shown in Fig. 1(b) , where the lattice parameters were determined using space group P3m1 to be a = b = 4.3421Å and c = 6.8835Å for the pristine sample of x = 0. As x increases, the lattice expands more along the stacking direction as shown in the inset of Fig. 1(b) . The in-plane resistivity ρ shown in Fig. 1(c) exhibits metallic behavior down to 5 K below which it becomes nearly temperature independent. The carrier density n e and Hall mobility µ H were obtained from the Hall effect measurement and shown in the upper inset of Fig. 1(c) . It is quite evident that the addition of Cu effectively reduces the electron concentration in BiTeI and improves the carrier mobility by nearly an order of magnitude, where SdH oscillation appears with a large amplitude and enables the extraction of the band parameters to be compared with relativistic band calculations. [14] is extracted and plotted as a function of 1/µ 0 H shown in Fig. 2 . We remark that the oscillation amplitude is at least 3-fold larger comparing to the undoped for samples with x = 0.075 and 0.1 as shown in red-and blue-lines, respectively. By taking the fast Fourier transformation (FFT) of the MR data, two apparent peaks at F S and F L for x = 0.075 and 0.1 were identified in the FFT spectrum shown in the lower inset of Fig. 2 , where the suffixes S and L are referred as deriving from a SFS and a LFS, respectively. According to Lifshitz-Kosevich (LK) formalism, ∆ρ can be expressed as
where ρ 0 is the non-oscillatory component of the zerofield resistivity, X(T, B) ≡ 2π 2 k B T m * /heB, m * is the effective cyclotron mass and T D is the Dingle temperature. Figure 3(a) and (b) show the oscillatory component ∆ρ as a function of 1/µ 0 H at different temperatures in x = 0.075 sample arising from SFS and LFS, respectively. In Fig. 3(a) , the SdH frequency F S equals 9.54 T with oscillation amplitude as large as 5 µΩcm at 2 K, where it remains observable with temperature as high as 80 K. By fitting the temperature dependence of ∆ρ with LK formula shown in the upper inset in Fig.  3(a) Fig. 3(a) . The data points can be linearly fitted based on LK formula giving a T DS = 16.9 ± 1.2 K which corresponds to an electron scattering lifetime τ S ≡h/2πk B T DS ∼ = 7.2 × 10 −14 sec. On the other hand, Fig. 3(b) shows the SdH oscillation arising from LFS giving a F L = 363.7 T. The effective cyclotron mass m * L equals 0.178 ± 0.001 m e from the LK fitting using either peak C or D as shown in the upper inset of Fig. 3(b) . The T DL is about 16.5 ± 0.9 K giving a τ L ∼ = 7.3 × 10
−14
sec. The extremal Fermi surface area A e perpendicular to the field direction can be deduced from the SdH oscillation frequency via the Onsager formula F =h 2πe A e , which gives A S = 9.1 × 10 12 cm −2 and A L = 3.47 × 10 14 cm −2 for SFS and LFS, respectively. To gain insight into our magneto-transport experiments, we perform relativistic band structure calculations for BiTeI within the density functional theory with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [15] by using the accurate projector augmented-wave (PAW) method, as implemented in the VASP package [16, 17] . All three coordinations A [5] , B [9] and C [18] were considered. A large plane-wave cut-off energy of 250 eV was used. The calculated band structures are shown in Fig. 4 where three horizontal dashed lines in black, red and blue denote the Fermi level for electron density n e = 8.7, 5.8 and 3.5 (×10 19 cm −3 ), respectively, which were set based on the experimental electron densities in crystals of x = 0, 0.075 and 0.1. We remark that large bulk Rashba spin splitting occurs only for coordination C. Using a rigid band assumption, the Cu doping merely decreases the carrier density of the system and hence shifts the Fermi level lower. We found that experimental values of F and m * at three different carrier densities of n e = 3.5, 5.8 and 8.7 (×10 19 cm −3 ) as listed in Table I are much more close to the calculated values using coordination C, which gives the shortest bond length d Bi−Te = 3.05Å. We also performed angular dependence of the SdH oscillation for two x = 0.075 crystals in the same batch to further identify the shape of Fermi surface [14] . The normalized SdH frequency F S(L) /F S(L) (θ = 0) as a function of field angle θ is plotted in Fig. 5(a) , where the closed (open) symbols and solid (dashed) lines are experimental data and calculated values for SFS (LFS), respectively. The field angle θ is defined as the angle between the stacking direction c and external field as illustrated in the inset cartoon of Fig. 5(a) . Even though the SdH frequency differs slightly from sample to sample in the same batch, we remark that the normalized SdH frequency F S(L) /F S(L) (θ = 0) remains to follow well with the calculated band using coordination C as shown in the circles and triangles in Fig. 5(a) . For more than 4 crystals of x = 0.075 in the same batch we measured, F S (θ = 0) values fall in a range of 3.6 − 9.54 T with corresponding electron density in a range of 3.5 − 5.8 × 10 19 cm −3 . This somewhat large variation in F S (θ = 0) turns out to have no apparent correlation with n e [14] and thus infers a sizable variation of the α R even in the same batch of Cu x BiTeI crystals. The Cu dopings are most likely achieved through the internal redox reaction of the intercalated Cu in the van der Waals gap. While there is no superlattice observed from both powder X-ray and Laue diffraction results up to about 20 % Cu intercalation per formula unit, the intercalated Cu should distribute randomly or in various domain sizes within the van der Waals gap. Locally, the induced strain by Cu can be relieved by expanding the lattice along the stacking direction (the inset of Fig.  1(b) Fig. 5(b) , which suggests a nontrivial role of average d Bi−Te in the observed Rashba spin splitting effect. In Table I , both the calculated F and m * values for coordination C drop monotonically with decreasing electron density n e while the ratio of A L /A S (= F L /F S ) increases with descending n e . Apparently, the experimental values in Table I gives a smaller F L /F S ratio at similar carrier densities that can not be fully explained by the discrepancy in n e . We, therefore, attribute the likely source of deviation to the difference in average d Bi−Te that dictates α R . Nevertheless, further investigation is keenly required to show how does d Bi−Te(I) in BiTeI influence the charge distribution in (BiTe) + layer and hence the Rashba spin splitting effect.
In conclusion, Cu x BiTeI is a remarkable system, where we have demonstrated a robust impact of a minor change in atomic coordinations to its band property. The Cu doping not only effectively reduces the electron density but also boosts the carriers' Hall mobility. We observed two distinct frequencies in SdH oscillation, where the corresponding effective cyclotron masses were determined and compared to theoretical band calculations using three different atomic coordinations for Te and I. Our experimental data agree well with the calculation using coordination C with a shortest d Bi−Te , which indicates a close connection between d Bi−Te and the giant bulk Rashba spin splitting effect in BiTeI. In principle, α R can be readily tuned by controlling the BiTeI bond length if applicable. Our finding offers a new possibility for engineering the Rashba spin splitting in a layered and noncentrosymmetric material.
